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The Multi-SportCatamaran
Sailing, Rowing, SUP, Motor
www.x-cat.com

10 parts
total weight 20 kg (44 lbs)

Approved for: 1-3 persons + luggage,
total payload up to 240 kg (529 lbs)
Design category: C
Width: 2.08 m (6'1")
Length: 5 m (16'5")
Height: 5.1 m (16'9")
Total weight: 75 kg (165 lbs)
(Basic boat 55 kg (121 lbs) + complete
sail option 20 kg (44 lbs))
Mast length: 4.5 m (14'9") (2-piece)
Total sail area: 8.4 m² (90.5 ft²),
(Main sail: 5.2 m² (56 ft²)
Genoa: 3.2 m² (35 ft²)

Super quick assembly
A quick sail in the afternoon?
With an assembly time of just 12
minutes, that‘s no problem. And of
course no tools are needed. You can
also rig the mast while afloat. That‘s
essential for touring and trekking.

This is a unique feature:
steering with weight trim.
Extremely smooth in the water. Plenty of speed with
just a little wind. A short mast and adequate sail size
(90.5 ft²) gives a lot of safety.
It is fast:
1-2 bft. = 10 km/h, 2-3 bft. = 20 km/h, 4-5 bft. = 28
km/h thanks to the lightweight hulls, the low overall
weight of approx. 75 kg (XCAT + sailing rig) and a
unique mainsail, which generates a lot of power with
simple rope rings.

Excerpt from
our accessories
ranging from a practical carrying bag to an
anchor – more accessories can be found on our
website or in our product brochure.

The world‘s first hard-hulled
catamaran that can easily be
transported on the roof of
your car.

Length: 5 m (16‘5“)
Width: 2.08 m (6‘1“)
Height: 0.55 m (21.65“)
Load capacity: 260 kg (573 lbs)

The XCAT Basic is
completely assembled in
3 minutes.

The HDPE hull skin and the EPP
foam core ensure durable and
lightweight hulls.

High-tech forward rowing system

With RowVista®, the innovative system
with integrated blade feathering, you row
in the direction you are facing and avoid
damaging your boat and oars.

Rowing in reverse in the way it has
been done for hundreds of years. A
catamaran gives you immense stability
and, as a result, a high level of safety.
The adjustable oarlocks snap onto the side beams
without the need for tools. The height of the
oarlocks can be adjusted, using different sized spacer
bushings.
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Classic reverse rowing system

The sliding seat runs smoothly and quietly along the
center beam on six ball bearings. The foot stretcher
unit is attached onto the center beam and can be
locked in 5 positions for optimum weight distribution.
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1. Powerful rocker arm / 2. High strength con rods with ball heads /
3. Positioning cam for defined blade positions / 4. Smooth running ball
bearings for easy oar blade feathering / 5. Carbon fibre tubes for handle
and oar blade / 6. Release leash to fold up the sculls / 7. high strength
pivot rowlock

An adjustable stop limits movement to the rear so that
you can row without using foot straps. Very comfortable
if you want to row barefoot in the summer.

Launching trolley # 980 421
With full-width axle, telescopic
rod (135 (53") - 240 cm (95"))
and 2 pneumatic tires, ø 400
mm (15.74"), 100 mm (4") wide.

Launching cradles # 980 416
2 units, each with 2 pneumatic
tires. ø 260 mm (8.0"), 85 mm
(3.35") wide.

Motor mount on crossbar
# 085 403
Combinable with rudder
(instead of the original
crossbar).

Tiller-Fix # 980 440
Easy stabilization of the tiller.
Can be adjusted precisely.
Ideal for Stand Up Paddling
and sailing single-handed.

Hiking seats # 980 432
With mounting for sculls or
SUP paddle modular and incl.
bag – mounted on the side
beam (1 pair).

Bow net „Sail“ # 980 427
For stowing luggage. Stabilize
the bowsprit with the Sail
option.

Crossbeam Wheel Bag
195 x 38 x 25 cm
(6'5" x 1'3" x 10") # 980 006
Bag for stowing and
transporting the aluminum
crossbars and Sail option
without mast. Included are 2
separate bags for Steering
ruder and Jib sprite.

Trampoline / Mast Bag
242 x 16 x 20 cm
(7'11" x 6" x 8") # 980 005
For transporting the sailing
mast and furled trampoline
with side beams and center
beam.

XCAT roof rack accessories for
Thule Wingbar # 980 810
Designed specifically for Thule
Wingbar. 2x PUR hull cushions,
4x PUR strap cushions,
connection unit, 2x straps
25 mm (1") - 2.9 m (9'6"), 2x
straps 18 mm (0.75") - 1.25 m
(4'1").

XCAT roof rack accessories
T-slot # 980 807
Suitable for Thule Aerobar,
VW and other brands. 2
support profiles, 4x PUR
strap cushions, connection
unit, 2x straps 25 mm (1") 2.9 m (9'6"), 2x straps 18 mm
(0.75") - 1.25 m (4'1").
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